Faculty Personnel Policies Council
Meeting 9 February 20, 2004

Present: Janousek, Chair, Chung, Cohn, Councilman, Decyk, Fata, Hartung, Johnson, Rendon, Torabzadeh, Wiley.

Absent: Kellogg

MSP  Agenda
MSP  The Minutes

Announcements: 

Everyone is added to Faculty Personnel Policies Council BeachBoard as an administrator.  This means you have access to the control panel and can upload documents to the site yourself.

Last Wednesday Janousek met with Senate Chair Dick and the other Chairs of the Councils.

Topics of Discussion:

CSULB Policy Governing Access To, and Use of, Technology Resources
        The policy is coming electronically.
       The policy needs editing, especially 2.2 and 2.3
        Need to update campus policy on copyright?
        Need to update policy with respect to ADA? 
        Please look at it and send questions to Kelly by February 27th.

       
Graduate Writing Assessment Requirements Policy (GWAR)
        This policy puts the GWAR under the oversight of the Senate
        This policy allows for a course option to satisfy the requirement
        Discussion ensued.  Some of the concerns raised about the policy
        were:
             The additional vetting of graduate students
                  (Couldn’t the GMAT be used to satisfy the requirement?)
             Too much committee structure
             Too much paper work
          It was pointed out that the GWAR is a system requirement
          Having more than one way to meet it is a plus





The President’s Council on the Status of Women Resolution 03-001 On the Ethical Status of Romantic or Sexual Relationships Between Faculty and Their Students at
California State University, Long Beach.
     The following questions were raised about this resolution:
          How to define romantic? sexual?
          Behaviors which would be within the scope of the policy may vary from culture to 
             culture
          How to regulate romantic/sexual behavior?
          Citing that romantic or sexual relationships between faculty members and the 
              students  they teach, supervise or advise as instances of unprofessional activities 
                 in the Policy on Faculty Professional Responsibility (00-07) may be         
                problematic:
                   such romantic/sexual relationships could then be grounds for dismissal
                   cases would fall under the procedures of the policy with respect to resolution 
                      of  cases -  is that procedure appropriate for these cases?
                   it would be adding to language taken from an AAUP statement on                     
                      professional responsibility.  
          One intention is to protect the student in the relationship, but does it?  
                 This raises additional questions about implementation.
           Perhaps the policy needs to be more general 
                   about abuse of power?
                  about conflict of interest?
            Is there an alternative way to achieve the goal?

The Subcommittee on Civility
     Decyk presented two representations for consideration
     The second representation on campus resources for promoting civility
            might serve as a web page with links to helpful information 

The meeting adjourned at 3:15

These minutes have not yet been approved.

Respectfully submitted,

Betsy Decyk 


